Crash!

The Thirteenth Knight

by Nancy E Krulik

by Jordan Quinn

JF Krulik
When their spaceship crash lands on
Earth, Zeke Zander, his parents—and
their leader— talking cat named
Zeus—must pretend to be Earthlings
until repairs are complete.

JF Quinn
Clara, Tublock and many others
compete to become one of the
ultimate defenders of the Kingdom
of Wrenly, a member of the elite
Knight Spires.

The Dragonsitter

Attack of the Kraken

by Josh Lacey

by Kevin Sherry

JF Lacey
Caring for his vacationing uncle's pet
dragon, young Eddie encounters
more trouble than he anticipated as
the dragon eats everything in the
refrigerator, sets the curtains on fire
and chases away the mailman.

JF Sherry
When the merfolk in the kingdom of
Atlantis claim the mighty Kraken is
attacking their city, they call yeti
Blizz Richards and his team of
cryptozoologists to capture the
beast. But something about their
story isn't holding water.

Goldie Blox and the Three
Dares
by Stacy McAnulty

by Mo Willems
JF Willems
A small brave dog and a curious
streetwise cat meet in Paris and
forge an unlikely friendship that
bridges gaps between their
disparate backgrounds.

Big Foot and Little Foot

by Henry Winkler

JF Potter
Hugo is a young Sasquatch who
longs for adventure. Boone is a
young boy who longs to meet up
with a Sasquatch. When their worlds
collide, they become unlikely
friends—up to search for mythical
beasts.

First Chapter
Books

The Story of Diva and Flea

JF McAnulty
When Goldie finds her Gran’s book of
100 dares, she is determined to
complete the last three challenges.
With the clock ticking, Goldie and
her friends must use all their smarts
and creativity to finish the dares and
make Gran proud.

by Ellen Potter

Children

Always Watch Out for the
Flying Potato Salad!

Books for young readers

JF Winkler
Accompanying his mother to her deli
for Take Your Child to Work Day,
Hank suffers a series of unfortunate
and embarrassing accidents that
cause the teachers visiting the deli to
go hungry.
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The Princess in Black and
the Science Fair Scare

Wild Midnight: An Emily
Story

Eugenia Lincoln and the
Unexpected Package

by Shannon Hale

by Kelsey Abrams

by Kate DiCamillo

JE Hale
At the Interkingdom Science Fair, a
surprise goo monster tries to
sabotage the event, challenging the
Princess in Black and the Princess in
Blankets to find a scientific solution.

JF Abrams
Emily begins volunteering at the
Second Chance Ranch and gains a
reputation for horse whispering
when she calms Midnight, a mustang
others cannot control.

JF DiCamillo
A cynical older sister receives the
unexpected gift of an accordion that
she attempts to sell, destroy and
give away before an unexpected
solution comes to light.

Barkus

Two's a Crowd

Wolfie & Fly

by Patricia MacLachlan

by Flora Ahn

by Cary Fagan

JE MacLachlan
A loyal and generous pooch
exuberantly joins a new family and
becomes a faithful companion to a
lucky little girl.

JF Ahn
Frustrated by her little sister's
inclination to get into everything,
Sunny is dismayed when Rosy loses
her favorite toy until Rosy embarks
on her own rescue mission.

JF Fagan
Wolfie, a lone wolf who does not like
imagining, reluctantly befriends Fly,
a slightly weird boy. Soon they find
themselves navigating through deep
water in a submarine made from a
cardboard box.

All Paws on Deck
by Jessica Young
JE Young
A clumsy-but-outgoing Great Dane
and a dapper, grumpy Scottie set sail
as pirate dogs and enjoy imaginative
adventures filled with swabbing
decks and searching for pirate
treasure.

The Banana Bunch and
the Birthday Party
by Harriet Ziefert
JE Ziefert
Friends who call themselves the
Banana Bunch plan and prepare a
surprise birthday party for one of
their regular members–Molly's dog
Scruffy. Scruffy repays them by
finding their missing baseball.

Bear Country: Bearly a
Misadventure
by Doreen Cronin

Two Dogs in a Trench Coat
Go to School

JF Cronin
A relaxing day of knitting is
interrupted by the disappearance of
Barbara, the Chicken Squad's foodcarrying caregiver, and rumors about
a headless bear that is loose in the
neighborhood.

by Julie Falatko
JF Falatko
Two dogs come up with a plan to
help their boy Stewart at
school. They will dress up in a trench
coat and attend school, posing as a
new student.

How to Track a
Pterodactyl

Lilly and Fin: A Mermaid's
Tale

by Will Dare

by Cornelia Funke

JF Dare
When pterodactyls swoop down on
opening day of the end-of-summer
carnival in Trihorn Settlement,
carrying away Terrordactyl Bill, Josh
and his friends head to Rocktooth
Ridge to rescue their hero.

JF Funke
Exploring forbidden caves outside
their underwater city, mermaid kids
Lilly and Fin are surprised by a pair
of mythological humans who want
to capture a mermaid to add to their
collection of rare sea creatures.

